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1.

Introduction

2

Connect with carriers
Vopak is the w orld’ s leading independent t ank storage operator. It is our ambition
to excel in a strongly rooted cult ure of safety, flaw less execution, and
operational excellence. We aim to deliver our cust omers excellent service in a
sustainable w ay.
We cannot do this on our ow n. In order t o deliver the best service to our joint
customers, w e w ant to w ork t ogether w it h you.
One w ay of doing t his is to be transparent about our w orking practices and to
keep you and your drivers connected w ith us. This booklet w ill hopefully provide
you w ith easily accessible and clear inf ormation about our operational and safety
standards.
I hope it w ill help you w ith safe and efficient truck handling at our terminals in
Vlaardingen. Please contact us if you need more inf ormation or w ould like to talk
to somebody about how w e can improve our service.

Good luck!
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2.

Contact information

Address:
Kon. Wilhelminahaven ZOZ 1
3134 KH Vlaardingen, Port 625
the Netherlands
Contact details
Truck planning
T:

+ 31 10 4608 800

E:

planning.vlaardingen.nl@vopak.com

3.

Safety
4

There are a few basic safety rules that have to be follow ed at all times. First of all,
onsite motorized vehicles, including forklifts, should only be operated if:





the vehicle is appropriate for the purpose and has been inspected and confirmed
to be in safe w orking order;
seat belts are present and w orn by all occupants and other appropriate safety
devices are used as intended;
loads are secured and do not exceed the design specifications;
the local road safety regulations are fully complied w ith.

Moreover, drivers must be fully trained, qualified, and medically fit to drive and operate
their vehicle. Drivers are allow ed to enter Vopak Terminals if they:





are able to understand and speak one of the three official ADR languages
(English, French and German) or the local language (Dutch)
have a valid driving licence
have successfully complet ed the Vopak Port Instruction Training (PIT Light
version for tanker drivers), see page 8
are w earing the minimum required personal protective equipment

It is important for drivers to follow all the safety instructions of Vopak employees at all
times. The use of mobile phones at Vopak Terminal Vlaardingen is only allow ed inside
the office buildings of the Vopak terminals and inside the cabin of the vehicle (provided
the vehicle is not moving and parked in a parking zone).
Smoking is not allow ed at Vopak Terminals, except in the clearly indicated dedicated
zones.
Eating and drinking is prohibited at the terminal.

Personal protective equipment
The follow ing Personal Protective Equipment (PPEs) must be w orn at a minimum inside
the terminals: safety helmet, safety glasses, closed safety shoes, and overalls. The
overall must be provided w ith coloured surfaces or reflective stripes. The driver is
responsible for providing the necessary PPEs.

Signs w ith the pictograms show n on page 7 indicate the operational zone, and this is
also clearly marked on the map.
In the case of ADR products, the follow ing applies: When a driver receives the loading
documents, a product information sheet is attached that indicates the PPEs required
w hen loading that particular product.
The safety measures at our terminals may be more stringent than prescribed under the
ADR legislation. If required, a product information card can be provided by the terminals
at any time.
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Terminal safety regulations pass
After registration in the system, the driver w ill receive a copy of the terminal safety
regulations.
These terminal safety regulations provide instructions about:






the general code of conduct at the terminal (w hat is allow ed, w hat is not
allow ed).
traffic rules (for road traffic)
the use of Personal Protective Equipment (PPE) and w here it has to be w orn
w hat you should do if the alarm goes off
how to report incidents and near accidents

The figure on page 7 show s an example of our safety flyer.

4.

Vopak Vlaardingen Safety flyer
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5.

PIT Light

The Port Instruction Training (PIT) is compulsory for all tanker vehicle drivers w ho enter
the terminal for loading or unloading. The PIT Light consists of a training session of
7

approximately 10 minutes follow ed by a short test (both of w hich alw ays take place in
the gatehouse). This PIT Light test is available in Dutch and the three official ADR
languages (English, French and German).
Drivers w ho pass the PIT Light test w ill have access for a period of tw o years. After tw o
years, the training has to be repeated. The test is valid for all Vopak locations in the
Netherlands.
The Port Instruction Training makes drivers aw are of the safety procedures that have to
be follow ed inside the terminal. The Port Instruction Training is also an objective
measurement of the language skills the driver needs to have for basic communication
betw een our staff and the driver in the event of an emergency. Even if a driver passes
the PIT Light test, the operator still has the right to send the driver aw ay from the site if
the level of communication is not good enough.
You can follow the PIT Light training course via https://poortinstructie.vopak.nl

Test policy
The test rules are very simple:








The test can only be taken at the Vopak site under the supervision of a security
guard or Vopak employee.
The taking of photos of the answ ers is prohibited.
The test consists of 5 questions. The questions and answ ers can be read out loud
by a computer.
All of the questions must be answ ered 100% correctly.
What happens if you fail the test? You w ill be allow ed to take the test again
straightaw ay.
What happens if you also fail the retake? You w ill be allow ed to take a second
retake on the follow ing day or at a later dat e.
What happens if you also fail the second retake?
You w ill be denied access to the site for 2 months.
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6.

Working hours

Normal w orking hours: Monday through Friday: 07:30 hours --- 15.30 hours (except on
public holidays)
Lunch break from 11.45 to 12.30 hours.
For slots betw een 15.30 and 23.00 hours, an appointment has to be made w ith our
planning department by telephone. This is due to the limited availability of our staff.

7.

Booking loading/unloading times

Vopak Terminal Vlaardingen uses a slot booking system to reduce w aiting times and to
ensure fast and w ell-organized handling operations. The time slots are for periods of 45
minutes. After they arrive at the gatehouse, the drivers w ill be dealt w ith in the order of
the booked slots.
A condition for the booking of slots is that the customer’ s order has to be sent to Vopak
Vlaardingen at least tw enty-four hours in advance.
After the transport company has received the reference number and the Vopak
Vlaardingen product code from the customer, the transport company can book a time
slot using our slot booking system. In order to use the booking system, an account has
to be opened first.
https://slotbooking-vlaardingen.vopak.com/Slotbooking
Carriers w ho do not have an account can apply for one via the follow ing e-mail address:
planning.vlaardingen.nl@vopak.com
This e-mail address can also be used to book time slots via the planning department.
The truck planning desk can also be contacted by telephone on + 31 10 4608 800 to
book a slot for handling. The time slot must be booked at least one w orking day before
arrival, w ith a minimum of 24 hours.

8.

Procedure on arrival

Drivers have to report at the Gatehouse (Portierloge) at least 30 minutes before the start
of their booked slot time. Too late? The right to the time slot w ill be lost. The trucks w ill
be then handled in the first available time slot that can be arranged. This might be
several hours later, or even the next day.
Upon arrival, all drivers have to report to the Gatehouse and have to take the PIT Light
test. If they pass the test, the driver can fill in a handling request form. Information that
has to be provided in order to get access to the terminal:



the product number and the loading or unloading reference number
These codes are given to the transport operator by its customer
identity document, driving licence, permits, cleaning certificate, and customs
documents

Goods ordered by customers w ill only be released if the product code and reference
number of the customer are correct. All tanker trucks and tank containers need to be
clean and dry unless the customer has given w ritten approval for the previous cargo.
Because Vopak Vlaardingen is a Vegoil terminal, all tanker trucks that are already
(partially) loaded w ith other ADR-classified goods have to request mixed loading
9

permission before they enter the terminal. This permission must be requested w hen the
time slot is booked. Only certain class 8 and 9 goods are accepted at Vopak
Vlaardingen.

9.

Loading and unloading

In the case of tank containers, the follow ing rule applies: The driver has to open the
customs inspection hatch at a location w ith fall protection designated by Vopak. This is
necessary because there is not enough room for this procedure at the loading bay. For
all other tanker vehicles, the inspection hatches have to be opened at the loading bay.
Please note: The drivers are not allow ed to drive onto the loading or unloading bay
w ithout the permission of a Vopak operator.
The driver and operator must alw ays be present during loading or unloading.
Loading

All products are loaded via the topside of the truck using a truck loading gantry w hile
the truck is standing on a w eighbridge. Flexibags can be loaded via the bottom.
Trucks can be loaded up to a maximum of 97% of their capacity.
Unloading
All trucks that are being unloaded need to be w eighed before and after unloading using
the unmanned w eighbridge near the entrance gate as indicated by the security guard or
on a manned w eighbridge on the site. Drivers w ill be given a badge so they can carry
out automatic w eighing by themselves. Afterw ards they can drive the vehicle to the
unloading bay designated on the accompanying form.

10. Technical requirements for the trucks, containers and flexibags
Manhole requirements for top-loading
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For trucks that are loaded via top-loading, a minimum manhole diameter is required for
safety reasons. All loading arms contain a liquiphant to make sure loading stops
immediately w hen compartments have reached the maximum fill percentage. If the
loading arm cannot be low ered far enough into the manhole, the liquiphant w ill not get
all the w ay into the truck and it w ill t herefore not w ork properly. Although the operator
checks w hether the compartment capacity corresponds w ith the capacity the driver has
entered on the handling request form, the liquiphant is considered as safety -critical
equipment for truck loading. The dimensions of the manholes therefore have to meet
certain requirements:





The diameter of the manhole should be at least 450 mm.
There must not be any obstacles inside the tank, such as baffle plates under the
manhole.
The raised edge of the manhole should be less than 100 mm high.
Around the manhole, there should be a free area of at least 650 mm.

Single-compartment trucks are safer and more efficient.
Where possible, single-compartment trucks should be used. The turnaround time for
single-compartment trucks is shorter for the follow ing reasons:


The order process: the calculation of the maximum fill quantities takes less time
for single-compartment trucks.
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The loading process: only one manhole has to be opened by the driver and the
loading arm does not have to be moved after each separate compartment has
been filled.
The potential difference betw een the nominal quantity and loaded quantity is
low er for single-compartment trucks.
The even spread of product in single-compartment trucks: in multi-compartment
trucks, the loading sequence has to be carefully monitored in order to balance the
truck.

Maximum number of compartments.
Per product, a maximum of four different compartments w ill be accepted. Trucks w ith
more than four compartments w ill be refused.

Compartment temperature before loading.
The maximum temperature of a compartment before loading depends on the product
being loaded. Drivers w ill be informed onsite of the maximum temperature.
Compartments w ith a higher temperature than the local maximum temperature (w hich is
often less than 40° C) w ill be refused for loading.

Fall protection.
At Vopak Vlaardingen, all trucks and containers can be accessed w ith 360° fall
protection. The Gatehouse has an information folder that describes all the different types
of fall protection measures and how they should be used. The use of an ow n handrail is
no longer allow ed, unless explicit permission has been given by this by Vopak.

Chassis.
A chassis w ith space behind the container w ill not be accepted because of the risk of
tripping and problems w ith the handling of the hoses. The loading/unloading of a 20’
container on a 40’ chassis w ill be allow ed as long as the container has been placed at
the end of the chassis. If a container is positioned in the middle, it w ill only be loaded if
the chassis has a fully-covered platform.

Handling flexibags.
The handling of flexibags must be agreed upon w ith the terminal w ell in advance. In
order to handle flexibags safely, the follow ing minimum conditions must be met:




The chassis at the back of the container needs to be long enough and covered so
that it can be used to make the necessary connections and perform the required
operations in a safe w ay.
It must be possible to connect the hose to the flexibag w ithout entering the
container.
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11. Legislation
ADR maximum fill quantity
The maximum quantity of the product being loaded that is allow ed under the ADR rules
is calculated per compartment; the maximum permitted quantity may differ from the
requested quantity. It is the responsibility of the carrier to provide suitable equipment
that meets both the customer’ s requirements and the ADR requirements. If the
equipment does not meet these requirements, the vehicle may be refused by the
terminal.
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Maximum w eight
The maximum w eight allow ed may differ depending on the countries being travelled
through. Our terminals therefore follow the rule that the low est maximum permitted
w eight w ill applied for the loading operation. During the preparation of the w ork
instructions for loading, the traffic coordinator w ill check to make sure the total
expected w eight is in accordance w ith the applicable maximum permitted w eight. If
there is a risk that the maximum permitted w eight might be exceeded w hen the
requested quantity is loaded, the quantity to be loaded w ill be adjusted to make sure this
does not happen.
Customs
Depending on the customs status of the products being handled, customs or excise
authorities might have to be notified about the arrival or departure of the vehicle before
the actual loading or unloading can take place.
The authorities might have to formally w itness and approve the loading or unloading,
possibly after a physical check of the documents and/or the product itself. This customs
process might therefore lead to a significant increase in the handling time for the truck.
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Vopak Terminal Vlaardingen
Koningin Wilhelminahaven ZOZ 1
3134 KH Vlaardingen
Port no. 625
The Netherlands
Telephone + 31 10 460 88 00
www.vopak.com
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